PRESS RELEASE
Luxembourg, September 15th, 2020

KOUROS INVESTS IN SUNNA DESIGN LEADER IN SOLAR AND CONNECTED
LIGHTING

Kouros SA is pleased to join the funding round of Sunna Design, leader in solar and connected
lighting, thanks to a limited capital increase.
Alongside the historical shareholders, Kouros SA will contribute to the international
development of Sunna Design and to the acceleration of its sales. Sunna Design thus acquired
at the beginning of 2020 the company SOL, one of the leaders in solar lightening on the North
American market. The international development of Sunna Design contributes to the
construction of a resilient model that targets both large markets in countries sensitive to
ecological transition and emerging countries in search of efficient, ecological and economical
lighting solutions.

About Kouros SA :
Actor committed in the fight against climate change, Kouros SA invests in the decarbonization
of transport and energy production. Kouros’s Scale-up program supports start-ups and SMEs
in the energy transition sector along their industrialization.

About Sunna Design :
Sunna Design is a pioneer and leader in solar street lighting and energy management for
connected stand-alone applications. Sunna deploys smart solar solutions, fully connected and
powered by renewables energies, thus offering a unique opportunity to sustainably build the
cities territories and rural environments of tomorrow. its unique know-how revolves around
the complete mastery of production, storage and management technologies for solar energy,
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digital technology, and above all their effective integration into high quality "Plug and Play"
industrial applications.
“As a shareholder, Kouros brings us its skills and access to its rich ecosystem int he energy
transition sector. Their arrival is also part of our strategy of continually strengthening our
shareholder base with new actors that bring complementary added value", said Ignace de
Prest, Managing Director of Sunna Design.
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